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Chapter 2149 Unreasonable Worry?

With the fall of Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua, the Fenghua Group, which was at its peak,
will undoubtedly come to an end.

On the top of the skyscraper in the center of Wrilfill, the four characters “Mufan Group”
were once again hung.

All the industries that once belonged to the Mufan Group have also returned one after
another.

Everything seems to be restored to the way it was before.

As for the so-called Fenghua Group, it became a short-lived one.

As the saying goes, things are up and down.

Who could have imagined that the Mu Fan Group, which had been declared annihilated,
would stand up again after a few days.

“Hey~” “It’s Mr. Chu.”

“After this battle, Mr. Chu will undoubtedly use his blood and facts to prove to the world
that who is the rush of history and who is Noirfork, the real master.”

, Ericson, Lei Laosan and Wang Jiexi rarely meet together.

The three of them sighed while drinking tea.

While speaking, Ericson even raised his head and looked far away, where Yunding
Mountain stood high, straight into the sky.

Your Excellency HaiDollar, the mist of Trivan Lake is vast, with endless ripples, and it
washes endless sand, “Yes.”

“This life is like that surging river.”

“And we are all billowing sand under the river. “But Mr. Chu is gold.”



“Sand will be poured by the river, only gold will settle.”

“Blow out the wild sand before it reaches the gold, and the waves will dig out the
heroes!” “After all, we are just the rush of the Noirfork power. , Only Mr. Chu will last
forever.”

Wang Jiexi also sighed for a long time, toasting and drinking.

From Taishan Wuhui to Dongchang Lake battle.

The three of them can be regarded as following Mr. Chu and have experienced too
many ups and downs in the world.

From beheading Wu Herong, to driving away Zao Wou-ki, to the destruction of the Meng
family at the Haitian Grand Banquet.

Then the sword god of Dongchang Lake was defeated, and the Wang family of Haozhou
bowed their heads!

Even now, the Jiang Hai Chen family has fallen out of favor, and the rich and powerful
prince of Gritsberg has fallen.

The enemy changed crop after crop, but Mr. Chu still stood there.

He is like an insurmountable mountain, standing across the east!

However, when Ericson and Wang Jiexi expressed their deep admiration for Mark, there
was always a touch of worry in Lei’s eyebrows, lingering.

“It’s too early to say this now.”

“The real catastrophe has not yet come.”

“I don’t know, what plans will Mr. Chu have next?” Lei San’s heart was full of anxiety.

What he was worried about was naturally the revenge of the Lu family and the Xu family.

Their descendants died here, Lei Lao San and the others had almost no doubt that
these two giants would certainly not give up.

Noirfork at this time seemed calm.

However, Lei Lao San and others are very clear that this was just before the storm, and
finally calmed down!

Hearing this, Ericson was in a good mood, but suddenly fell a bit.

“Yeah, every time I think of this, I can’t sleep with anxiety.”



“Tonight, let’s go to Mr. Xia Chu.”

“Ask him if he has any plans.”

“If this is the case, let us Peace of mind.”

Ericson suggested.

Old Lei San nodded: “Well, it is indeed time to talk to Mr. Chu, otherwise, it would be bad
to just sit and wait for death.”

While Ericson and Lei San were worried, Wang Jiexi was still calm. .

“I don’t think we need to panic like this.”

“Mr. Chu, although he is a little arrogant.”

“However, he is definitely not an arrogant person.”

“I always feel that since Mr. Chu dared to kill Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua, then So we
have the confidence to fight against the two giants.”

“So, we don’t have to worry about it at all.”

Chapter 2150 Chen Ao’s Warning

Hearing Wang Jiexi’s words, Ericson and Lei Lao San gave him a blank look: “You have
a big heart.”

“Then tell us, how confident is Mr. Chu?” The rich!” “It can be said that to a certain extent,
they represent the entire Vietnam!” “Mr. Chu is no matter how powerful, how can he
compete with the entire country?” Ericson said in a deep voice.

After speaking, the two of them got up and left, preparing to meet Mark tonight.

On the other side, the land of rivers and seas.

Outside the Chen’s Manor, there are a large number of people standing here, blocking
the entire manor.

No one is allowed to enter or leave.

As for the industries belonging to the Chen Group, they were all taken over by Wang
Jiexi.

In this Noirfork disaster, Chen Ao betrayed Mark.



All the power and wealth that Mark had given him before was undoubtedly taken back
by Mark.

As early as yesterday, Wang Jiexi and his family moved into Edensberg to replace Chen
Ao and help Mark manage the entire Edensberg affairs.

As for Chen Ao himself, he was placed under house arrest in the Chen’s Manor and
under surveillance day and night.

Mark didn’t kill him, but let him live first.

He wanted Chen Ao to watch. In this war with the Gritsberg giants, it was Mark who
smashed into the sand, or the Gritsberg giants bowed and bowed.

At this time, Chen Ao, who was under house arrest, was watching TV in his room. “The
Mufan Group was re-established after a major change.” “The Ssangyong battle between
Fenghua Group and Mufan Group in Noirfork’s business community finally It ended with
the overall victory of the Mufan Group.”

In the news, the host was also broadcasting the battle of Noirfork business community.

Of course, what outsiders see is only what Ericson and the others are willing to let them
see.

Some details and the process are probably unknown except for the parties involved.

However, Chen Ao’s expression changed slightly when he saw the news.

He picked up the phone and called Ericson.

“Ericson, tell me, Mr. Chu, did you really start with Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua?”
Without any extra greetings, Chen Ao asked directly with anxiety.

Quiet, quiet for a long time.

On the other end of the phone, there was no answer.

After a long time, Ericson’s cold voice came: “Chen Ao, you should know that now you
have been kicked out of the Noirfork power class. You are not qualified to know these
things.”

“However, look at old friends for many years. For the sake of his face, I will tell you.”

“Just last night, the two of them had already died under Mr. Chu.”

What?



“Dead?” “Mr. Chu really killed them?” “Fuzzy!” “Mr. Chu is confused~” “Ericson, do me a
favor, I want to see Mr. Chu, I want to see him~” Chen Ao His face changed drastically
immediately, and he said in fear.

“Enough!” However, Ericson suddenly drank, “Chen Ao, now, do you think Mr. Chu will
see you again, will he meet a traitor? When Ericson screamed, Chen Ao was also
stunned. . He smiled and laughed at himself. “Yes, Ericson, you are right.

“A traitor, how can he be qualified to see Mr. Chu?”

“However, given the opportunity, I hope you can bring me a word to Mr. Chu.

Before the Lu family and Xu family arrived in Noirfork, let Mr. Chu leave quickly.

“The two giants are really not what he can compete with.”
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